
Greetings LSR members 

The summer is almost upon us and Division Four has been busy as a group building 

small layouts for public display. The first one was built by five members of the 

Division/AMRS which will be raffled off at the Austin Train show on May 6 and 7. They 

built a portable layout that incorporates track work, wiring, scenery, structures and 

rolling stock. This layout will be a great starting set for someone who is just entering the 

hobby of modeling railroading. The second project is a yearlong endeavor taken on by 

the division to design and build a shelf layout and will encompass all the skills enjoyed 

in the hobby. In the March meeting the members looked over the framework of the 

layout and discussed the different techniques in constructing the framework. Members 

were asked to submit designs for the layout, considering all types of themes. So far over 

ten submissions have been received and more coming in, Once the division decides on 

a theme and track plan, the construction will begin. 

Sam Nicastro will continue his series on putting DCC into small places. Sam is a N 

scaler, and he has amazed the membership over the last couple of years with his 

success installing DCC decoders in some really small engines.  

The all NMRA Austin Model Railway Society will be hosting the Austin Train show on 

May 6 & 7. It will be held at the Palmer events center, 900 Barton Springs Rd., Austin 

TX. Go to the website for all the information, https://austintrainshow.org. Along with 

numerous vendors the show will be conducting clinics on various model railroading 

subjects, operating layouts in the convention center and switching layout for young 

adults to operate. On another AMRS note, the group held a BBQ at the Austin Steam 

Train Association railway yard. The affair was catered, and members dined in the 

various streamline lounge cars. Afterwards, the members were given a tour of the train 

and the history behind each car. Later they were able to inspect the ongoing projects at 

the yard such as the rebuilding of a 1926 wooden caboose and the building of a power 

car for the train set. Looking forward to the next meeting in May and traveling to the 

national convention in Grapevine, TX.  

Sincerely yours, 

Bob Thiele    
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